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Lesson Title:
Content Area and Grade
Level:
Lesson Objectives:

Book title: A Most Unusual Day by
Author: Sydra Malfery
Illustrator: E.B. Goodale
2nd Grade English Language Arts
● The students will ask and answer such questions as who, where, when, why
and how to demonstrate understanding of key details in the text.
● The students will describe how characters in A Most Unusual Day respond to
major events and challenges.
● The students will use information gained from illustrations and words in a
print or digital text to demonstrate understanding of its characters, setting, or
plot.
● The student will participate in collaborative conversations about family, family
that is biological and family that is not.

Florida Standards:
SS.2.6.1.2 Using maps and globes, locate the student’s hometown, Florida, and North
America, and locate the state capital and the national capital.
LAFS.2.RI.1.1 Ask and answer such questions as who, what, where, when, why, and
how to demonstrate understanding of key details in a text.
LAFS.2.RL.1.3 Describe how characters in a story respond to major events and
challenges.
LAFS.2.RL.3.7 Use information gained from illustrations and words in a print or digital
text to demonstrate understanding of its characters, setting, or plot.
LAFS.2.SL.1.1 Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about
grade 2 topics and texts with peers and adults in small and larger groups.
a. Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions (e.g., gaining the floor in respectful
ways, listening to others with care, speaking one at a time about the topics
and texts under discussion).
b. Build on others’ talk in conversations by linking their comments to the remarks
of others.
c. Ask for clarification and further explanation as needed about the topics and
texts under discussion.

Assessment:

● Teacher observation (Informative Assessment) of partner/group discussion.
● Teacher questioning throughout the activities and exit slip (Summative
Assessment)
● Rate Your Understanding
- 1: I am not able to use maps and globes to locate my hometown,
Florida, and North America, and locate the state capital and the
national capital yet.
- 2: With support, I am able to use maps and globes to locate my
hometown, Florida, and North America, and locate the state capital
and the national capital yet.
- 3: (Mastery) I am able to locate my hometown, Florida, and North
America, and locate the state capital and the national capital.
- 4: I am able to locate my hometown, Florida, and North America, and
locate the state capital and the national capital and teach it to others.
Motivating Activity &
Prior to this lesson, students will have already covered the idea of the world being a
Anticipatory Set/Access Prior globe, and the details of maps and globes.
Knowledge:
● The students will create a “Where in the World am I?” flipbook. (Activate or
supply background knowledge 3.1)
● The teacher will demonstrate how to fold construction paper to create a
seven page flipbook.
● Once the students assemble their flipbooks the teacher will pass out the
images from Where am I from? (handout at the end of this lesson plan). The
students will cut out the images and glue them into the flip book as follows:
The house, city, Florida, the United States, the seven continents, and Earth.
● The students will then write a sentence under each picture. (A modification
for ELL students would be providing sentences for them to trace under each
picture.) Some sentence frames for each section include:
- My address is ____.(where my house is)
- The city I am from is ____. (Orlando)
- I live in the state of _____. (Florida)
- The country I live in is ____. (The United States)
- There are 7 continents: North America, South America, Europe, Africa,
Asia. Don’t forget Australia and Antarctica too!
- A globe is a model of the planet Earth.
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● The students will color their flipbooks once they finish writing all of the
sentences. As students are coloring, the teacher will pull up Google Earth.
(Illustrate through multiple media 2.5)
● The teacher will fly into China and inform students that this is a common
country to adopt beautiful baby girls for the most part due to their
recommended limits on the number of children in a family.
● The teacher will ask students “What do you know about the adoption process?
Why is adoption important?” For the final question the teacher will ask

Procedures:

students “Where are some places people could adopt from?” Places to share
with the students on Google Earth:
- Democratic Republic of the Congo
- Ukraine
- South Korea
- India
● Teacher will call students to rug to listen to a story (A Most Unusual Day)
● Teacher will then bring out the book A Most Unusual Day and show students
the cover and read the title. Teacher will ask students “based on the cover and
title, what do you think this book will be about?”(Higher Order ThinkingUnderstanding)
● The teacher will reinforce the importance of accepting others’ differences, and
ask students “What does your family look like? Do you have any siblings? How
should you react to people who are different or have different
families?”(Higher Order Thinking - Remembering and Understanding)
● The teacher will begin reading the book.
- Teacher will stop after reading the sentence “A big, tall mother. A
slightly shorter father. The daughter and one more thing…” Based on
the pictures and text, how do you think Caroline feels? How can you
tell? (Higher Order Thinking-Understanding)
- Teacher will keep reading until the sentence “Today when Ms. Oliver
asked, “What is a family?” Here the teacher will ask students: What is a
family to you? (Higher Order Thinking-Understanding)
● The teacher will reinforce that not all families look the same by
using the following pictures to post on the board (Pictures will
aid ELL students in farthing their understanding of the book):

Photo by Andrea Piacquadio from Pexels
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Photo by Karolina Grabowska from Pexels
● Teacher will continue reading aloud until the page with Caroline drawing an
airplane on the wall. Here the teacher will ask students: What did she draw on
the wall? Why? (Remind them of who is watching the little girl.) Why would
someone adopt from another country? I shared the country of China at the
beginning of the lesson. Where else might children be adopted from? (Higher
Order Thinking-Understanding)
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●
Closure:

Materials:

The teacher will reinforce the countries shared at the beginning of the lesson.
The countries: Democratic Republic of the Congo, Ukraine, South Korea and
India.
After the sentence “With her toes, perfectly curled. Her eyes, perfectly bright.
Her cry, perfectly high. Her fingers so strong and so, so small, perfectly tight
around Caroline’s finger.” Here the teacher will ask if anyone knows someone
who was adopted? (Higher Order-Understanding) [The teacher should know if
a student was adopted and be sensitive to their needs]
After the teacher is finished reading the book,the teacher will give students
the opportunity to use Google Earth on their own devices. (This is a visual aid
that will help ELL students) The teacher will model how to navigate Google
Earth by pulling up the virtual reality of Earth. The teacher will continue to
model pulling up the city they are from, the country, and countries children
could possibly be adopted from. (Illustrate through multiple media 2.5)
The students will take out their devices and explore the virtual reality of Earth
by pointing out different locations that they are from, and the countries
people can adopt from. (Foster collaboration and community 8.3)
Closure:
- Students will rate themselves:
- 1: I am not able to use maps and globes to locate my hometown,
Florida, and North America, and locate the state capital and the
national capital yet.
- 2: With support, I am able to use maps and globes to locate my
hometown, Florida, and North America, and locate the state capital
and the national capital yet.
- 3: (Mastery) I am able to locate my hometown, Florida, and North
America, and locate the state capital and the national capital.
- 4: I am able to locate my hometown, Florida, and North America, and
locate the state capital and the national capital and teach it to others.
- Students will complete an exit slip answering the question “What are
three takeaways from today’s lesson?”

● A Most Unusual Day by Sydra Malfrey and illustrated by E.B. Goodale
● Google Earth program (Google Earth)

Where Am I From?
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